INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
Motivated by a recent paper of Dahlberg-Kenig [8] , we will make a few remarks on Harnack inequality and initial traces for non-negative solutions of the filtration equation for some given A > 2.
We will consider a) Weak solutions of the Cauchy problem (1.1) with initial datum uo E E L°°~0, T; cp(u) E T ; for some p, q >_ 1. b) Continuous distributional solutions in ST with no reference to initial data. We let BT be the set of all such solutions.
Both notions are standard [3] , [4] , [6] , [8] , [10] . For these solutions we will prove sup-estimates and quantitative Harnack inequalities. The results of this paper are basically known, even though in a weaker form.
Our aim is to adopt an entirely different approach that does not make use of homogeneity [1] , [3] , scaling properties [8] , quasi-convexity [1] , [3] , symetrization [8] , etc., in order to single out the features of the degeneracy exhibited by (1.1). For example, our approach shows that ( 1.1 )-( 1. 2), for the issues of solvability of the Cauchy problem and existence of initial traces, is not very different form ut -Llum, m > 1, both in terms of results and proofs.
Our methods supply precise L°°-bounds, give a quantitative Harnack inequality and can be extended to general anisotropic operators (see Section 4) . They also give new results on gradient averages and local Harnack estimates, and we feel they are simpler being only based on geometrical ideas.
Annales de l'Institut Henri Poincaré -Analyse non linéaire NON LINEAR FILTRATION With 03B3 = y(N, A) we denote quantitative constants that can be determined a priori only in terms of N, A. Suppose u solves the Cauchy problem (1.1) with initial datum. It follows that each u E BT has as initial trace a a-finite Borel +00, Vp > 0 (see [ 1 ] ) . Such a measure is unique (as shown in Section 4 in a more general setting). Moreover, combining the beautiful result of M. Pierre [10] on uniqueness of solutions of (1.1) with finite measures as initial datum, with the approximation procedure of [8] [3] . For 03C6 as in (1.2) an L°° -bound in terms of ))) is derived in [8] . Its form is not tractable, and it does not seem to imply (1.7)' when sm, m > l. We feel the form of (1.7) is the natural one in view of (1.8 . It is less clear that the converse is true. Our approach shows that (1.8) is implied by (1.7).
Since our methods are free of specific properties of (1.1) (regularizing effects, scaling, etc.), extensions to general operators are possible. We have chosen to present the main ideas in the setting of (1.1) and will collect extensions and new results on gradient averages in Section 4.
iv) A generalization of (1.2).
A slightly more general non-linearity ~ is allowed in [8] . Namely, (1.2) is assumed to hold 1 and
Our methods cover such a case. To keep the presentation as clear as possible, we will work with ( 1. 2) and indicate in Section 4 the few modifications needed to allow the behavior (1.2)' near zero. Vol. 7, n° 4-1990. D. ANDREUCCI AND E. DI BENEDETTO
v) Some elementary inequalities.
We list a few simple inequalities, that are a direct consequence of (1.2) and that are needed as we proceed :
We sketch the proof of the estimates above; from (1.2) it follows Integrating over (s, hs) (or (hs, s)) we get (1.10).
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
Let u be a weak solution of c6 (0, -) be fixed; consider the sequences, ' n = 0, 1, 2, ....
Let rn be a piecewise smooth cutoff function in Qn such that
Annales de l'Institut Henri Poincaré -Analyse non linéaire NON LINEAR FILTRATION and in the weak formulation of (2.1) take testing functions n = 0, 1, 2,..., modulo a local regularization. Fix ~(0, T); we use (1.10) with hs=~ M(', f) ~~,B03C1, S=03A6-1(03C12), Then Therefore it is obvious that we need only consider the case Choose E > 0 so small that [t -E, i + E] C (0, T). Working in the strip RN x (i -E, i + E), we may assume after a translation and time-dilation that (1.1) holds weakly in S = RN x ( -2, 2), and that for some a = a(N, A) E (0, 1). A consequence is the following. 
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We draw two consequences of (3.5). First and 03B32 is the constant in (1.7) . Indeed from the sup estimate (1.7) for T T the ball r to, we have r > -and 8 8 where we have used (2.23) also. The second consequence is that the box is contained in Q(Po). Thus )) s Dok-NEo.
We may now apply (3.1) to conclude, v0 s bkp ; s 1 1 Choose s = E(bkp) and E E (0, 1 ) so small that --CDoE « --. Then if E 1 = E 1 (N, A) = Eb, we have 2 4 3. i ) Remarks on the case sm, m > 1.
Inequality (3.7), which is a sole consequence of the sup-estimate (1.7) and the Holder continuity (3.1), is essentially the Harnack inequality (1. 8). This is apparent in the case of power non-linearities, when one has the Barenblatt-Pattle [2] [12] solutions By the comparison principle u a B, t >_ to. Take tto -CT where C is so large that For such a , the ball x -x0 | covers x = 0 and therefore 3Co = co(N, m) such that If we take into account also the case in which (3.3) does not hold, we see that ( 1. 8) follows from (3. 8) after we redefine T. The proof for general cp is not very different. It entails an expansion of the positivity set of u, via comparison functions.
The use of Holder estimates to prove Harnack type inequalities is embedded in the work of Krylov-Safonov [9] (see also Safonov [13] ).
ii ) Subsolutions.
We will work with anisotropic operators in view of the generalizations of the next section. We return to (3 . 7) and compare u with v constructed above, within the region Since the C03B1loc-estimates of [6] are stable under regularization of u and 03C6 (the structure of (1.2) being kept) we may assume u is a classical solution of (1.1) in G with ~ E C2(R + ). Setting
We recall that k, Eo, T, p are linked by (3.2) . Using v as comparison function, we now proceed as in the case of 3. i ), the only technical difference being that by (3.12) we must advance in « small steps ».
Employing v with (x, to) , we find at level that w(x, v(x, tl) a Xh, X = X(N, A) E (0, 1). We now repeat the process with (x, 1) replaced by (xo, ti), R replaced by Ri = (I + and h replaced by /!i = Xh, and proceed in this fashion to find sequences i = 0, 1, 2,..., such that in the ball x -x0 | Ri, at the level ti, w(x, ti) >_ M.
Our aim is to cover x = 0. Since kp, we will choose io from 
For such a choice
We examine the level tio. By (3. 9) and (3 .13) for Ci = Ci(A), i = 3, 4. Finally recalling (3.2) we find from (3.21) and (3 . 22 ) that there exist two constants Ci = Ci(N, A), i = 1, 2, quantitatively determined, such that By a further application of the comparison function v, if necessary, we may assume We condude from (3 . 20) that yo(u(0, T*)) a 03C3003C6(1 4 k-N E0) and by (3 , 13) Vol. 7, n° 4-1990. 
EXTENSIONS AND NEW RESULTS
All the estimates of Proposition 1 hold true for non-negative subsolutions (see [6] ).
where NON LINEAR FILTRATION We assume u can be constructed as the local weak limit, in the specified class, of subsolutions growing no faster as ! x ~ -~ ~ .
Working in ST, 0 T +00 fixed, (1. 6) and (1. 7) hold with u replaced by moreover, we assume T s I, without loss of generality.
As for the proof, Lemma 2.1 carries over with minor changes. A difference occurs in estimating the blow up time. In the case of (1.1), the main tool was (2 .17) which is a trivial consequence of ( 1.1 ), since the Laplacian permits a double integration by parts.
The analog of (2.17) here would be which is obtained from (4 .1 ) by integration against x -~'(x), the standard cutoff function in B2p .
We will prove the following lemma in the appendix.
where ~~ and A(~) have been defined in 2. i). Here ~yl =-yl(N, A, ~i), Y2 -~2(N ~ ~) . j We notice that, owing to (2.3), ~3 = -is a suitable choice of ~3. Indeed a version of lemma 2. 3 (which follows from Proposition 1) continues to hold -for the homogeneous equation -in view of the previous paragraph. Moreover the Holder continuity of solutions of (4.9) is guaranteed by the results of [6] . Finally, the comparison functions are constructed in 3. ii ) and the comparison principle can be applied since b >_ 0.
iii ) Initial traces.
Every non -negative continuous distributional solution of (4. 9) has, a initial trace, a unique a-finite measure >_ 0 in RN, satisfying r + ~, vr > o.
Existence follows from the stated Harnack inequality and uniqueness follows from there holds
Here ~yo is the constant of Proposition l.
As for the comparison functions v in (3 .11 ) needed to prove the Harnack inequality, we have constructed them in such a way that they are valid if (1.2)' holds. The local Holder continuity of solutions in the form (3.1) follows from a simple adaptation of the arguments of [6] and [15] . 5 . APPENDIX : PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1
In the weak formulation of (4 .1 ) take the testing function J The following calculations can be made rigorous by means of a Steklov averaging process Annales de l'Institut Henri Poincaré -Analyse non linéaire NON LINEAR FILTRATION For the space part of the operator in (4.1), setting Q == B2p x (0, t ), Taking into account (2.3) we have Employing (2.2) it is easily seen that the same estimate holds for the last two integrals on the right-hand side of (6.1), as well as for the terms arising from the right-hand side of (4.1). Hence we have proved (4.4). 1 Next we take ~3 = -in the estimate above and use Holder inequality to get 2 and it remains to estimate the last integral. 
